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RIOT PROTECTIVE SUITS
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Upper Body and Shoulder Protection
 - Hard shell front and back panels feature a unique Damascus® 3-panel flex 

design for optimum movement, fit and comfort
 - 3mm Electrum XK8™ hard shell front and back panels 
 - Modular front and back panels are steel riveted together with Cordura® 

nylon connector straps which attach by Velcro®
 - Shock absorbing Protium™ foam with a Polyester mesh covers the chest, 

back, shoulder and upper arm
 - Electrum XK8™ plate with shock absorbing Protium™ foam covers both top 

of shoulder and upper arm
 - Polyester mesh lines the inside of the upper body and shoulder portion 

which offers comfort and breathability for long term wear
 - Reflective Name Plate ID labels can be attached to the front panel for 

identification (sold separately)
 - Adjustable Straps fasten with durable nylon elastic and Velcro®

Forearm/Elbow Protectors
 - Two piece hard Electrum XK8™ outer shell provides flex needed by your 

forearm and elbow.
 - Shock absorbing Protium™ foam covered with 420 denier Cordura nylon
 - Polyester mesh lines the inside which offers comfort and breathability
 - Adjustable straps fasten with durable nylon elastic and Velcro®

Thigh/Groin Protector
 - Hard Electrum XK8™ outer shell on thigh and hip sections
 - Shock absorbing Protium™ foam with 150 denier Cordura nylon covers the 

entire outside 
 - Polyester mesh lines the inside which offers comfort and breathability
 - Tailbone pad has an Electrum XK8™ plastic plate laminated to the Protium™ 

foam
 - Groin section has an inner Electrum XK8™ shell with a Protium™ foam 

padding and mesh cover
 - Adjustable Straps fasten with durable nylon elastic and Velcro®

Knee and Shin Guards
 - Hard Electrum XK8™ knee caps with super non-slip grip 
 - Hard shell Electrum XK8™ shin plates with dull black finish to avoid reflection
 - Heavy-duty reinforced Protium™ foam padded nylon inner support
 - Inner support riveted to the shin plates for ultimate durability
 - Multiple adjustable nylon elastic and Velcro® straps give a secure fit
 - Removable adjustable foot guards

Gear Bag
 - Outside Dimensions – 24”L x 19”W x 15”H
 - Inside Dimensions - 24”L x 15”W x 15”H
 - Two Velcro® storage compartments in the front of the bag 
 - Sides of the bag have envelope pouches 
 - Removable padded shoulder strap

FX-1 FlexForce™
Modular Hard Shell Crowd Control System 

Each piece of the suit fastens and adjusts quickly with durable nylon straps, 
Velcro® and quick connect clips which allows each individual a custom fit.

MD: 38”-42” (96.5 – 107 cm) 
LG:  42”-46” (107 – 117 cm) 
XLG:  46”-52”  (117 – 132 cm) 
XXLG:  52”-56”  (132 – 142 cm) 
XXXLG: 56”-60”  (142 – 152 cm)

Size Guide 
Measurements by chest size:
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Hard Shell Forearm/ 
Elbow Protectors

Adjustable 
Knee/Shin Guards

Thigh/Groin Protector

Supreme Upper Body 
and Shoulder Protection

The #1 Selling Riot Suit in the World
The Damascus® #FX-1 FlexForce™ Modular Hard Shell Crowd Control System is the ultimate high-
threat level riot control, domestic disturbance, and cell extraction suit. The FlexForce™ design provides 
substantial protection from blunt force trauma without sacrificing the fit or comfort.  The suit is lightweight 
and ranks highest in easy to put on or take off in a moments notice. The front and back hard shell panels 
have a modular flex design allowing for all shapes and sizes to fit comfortably with out sacrificing much 
needed mobility.  The forearm guard offers a much more comfortable elbow portion of the pad, which 
allows more flexibility.  The knee/shin guard has a non-slip surface, which keeps you planted in position.

MD: 38”-42” (96.5 – 107 cm) 
LG:  42”-46” (107 – 117 cm) 
XLG:  46”-52”  (117 – 132 cm) 
XXLG:  52”-56”  (132 – 142 cm) 
XXXLG: 56”-60”  (142 – 152 cm)



Aluminum Stab Plate Insert

The Damascus® DFX2 was designed to provide substantial protection 
from blunt force trauma without sacrificing the fit or comfort. The chest, 
shoulders, and back hard shell panels have a modular flex design 
allowing for all shapes and sizes to fit comfortably without sacrificing 
much needed mobility. The chest portion of the suit features an aluminum 
stab plate insert for additional protection. The back plate offers a raised 
portion in the center that protects the spine from blunt force injury. 

Features
 - Lightweight cellular Protium™ foam pad design 

for maximum movement and protection
 - 3mm Electrum XK8™ hard shell front and back panels feature a unique 

Damascus® 3-panel flex design for optimum movement, fit and comfort
 - Aluminum Plate insert for the chest portion offers ultimate protection from 

stab and projectiles (non-ballistic)
 - Hard shell back plate offers a raised center for optimal spinal cord protection
 - Electrum XK8™ plate with shock absorbing Protium™ foam covers both top 

of shoulder and upper arm
 - Shoulder and side adjustable for increased flexibility and range of movement
 - Protected with a durable tight-weave polyester mesh on the outside
 - Pocket on interior back side to hold a hydration system
 - Adjustable and removable groin protector 
 - Adjustable reinforced straps with Velcro®
 - Velcro® areas to secure ID name plates (sold separately)
 - Non-ballistic

DFX2
IMPERIAL™ Elite Upper Body Protection System

Size Guide 
Measurements by
chest size:

MD/LG: 38”-46” (96.5 – 117 cm) 
XLG: 46”-54” (117 – 137 cm) 
XXLG/XXXLG: 56”+ (137+ cm)

Identification Name Plates
Velcro® area to secure ID name plates (sold separately)

Aluminum Stab Plate Insert (#AP20)
Dimensions: 13.5” x 13.5” (34 cm x 34 cm)
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MD/LG: 38”-46” (96.5 – 117 cm) 
XLG: 46”-54” (117 – 137 cm) 
XXLG/XXXLG: 56”+ (137+ cm)

 - Lightweight cellular EVA foam pad design for maximum 
movement and protection

 - Neck-roll features 40mm high-density sponge foam
 - Shoulder pads with hard shell plastic inserts and foam padding
 - Protected with a durable tight-weave polyester mesh
 - Adjustable reinforced straps with Velcro®
 - Velcro® areas to secure ID Nameplates (sold separately)
 - Non-ballistic 
 - Approximately 2 lbs (.9 kg)

DCP-2000
IMPERIAL™ EVA Upper Body & Shoulder Protector

MD: 38”-42” (96.5 – 107 cm) 
LG:  42”-46” (107 – 117 cm) 
XLG:  46”-52”  (117 – 132 cm) 
XXLG:  52”-56”  (132 – 142 cm) 
XXXLG: 56”-60”  (142 – 152 cm)

Size Guide 
Measurements by chest size:

DFX2 Riot Control Kit 
 - DFX2 Upper Body Protector
 - FA30 Forearm/Elbow Protectors
 - TG40 Thigh/Groin Protector
 - DSG100 Knee/Shin Guards
 - DH1 Riot Control Helmet 

Each item sold separately

These name plate tags are 9” wide by 3” tall. They are made for 
use on the #DFX2 Upper Body Protector, #DCP-2000 Upper Body 
Protector, and the #FX-1 FlexForce™ Crowd Control System.
POLICE   (#NP-PD)
SHERIFF  (#NP-SD)
CERT  (#NP-CO)
CORRECTIONS  (#NP-CD)
Other department names and/or agency acronyms are available by 
special order. (Minimums may apply)

Identification Name Plates
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FA30 - FlexForce™™ Hard Shell Forearm/Elbow Protectors

 - Two piece hard Electrum XK8™ outer shell provides flex 
needed by your forearm and elbow

 - Shock absorbing Protium™ foam covered with 420 denier 
Cordura nylon

 - Polyester mesh lines the inside which offers comfort and 
breathability

 - Adjustable straps fasten with durable nylon elastic and Velcro®

FULL BODY PROTECTION

 - Hard-shell knee caps with Trion™ Non-slip grip technology
 - Hard-shell polyethylene shin plates with dull black finish to avoid 

reflection
 - Heavy-duty reinforced foam padded nylon inner leg support
 - High tenacity, air textured DuPont Ultra Cordura® nylon materials
 - Multiple adjustable elastic straps and Velcro® closures for secure 

fit for various leg girths
 - Adjustable (and removable) foot guard plates
 - Interior name tags for personal identification
 - Washable

DSG100

IMPERIAL™ Hard Shell 
Knee/Shin Guards

 - Stealthy durable neoprene outer shell with reinforced stitching 
throughout

 - Silent and form fitting 
 - Trion-X™ Non-slip reinforced grip technology for maximum durability
 - Shock absorbing 10mm foam, plus a second layer of polyurethane 

foam in knee pads for max comfort
 - Multiple adjustable elastic straps and Velcro® closures for secure fit 

for various leg girths
 - Additional exterior padded protection in shin section to deflect debris
 - Can be worn inside or outside of gear
 - One size fits all
 - Black

DNSG-B
IMPERIAL™ Neoprene Knee/Shin 
Guards w/ non-slip Trion-X™ pads

Available Sizes:
MD/LG:  9” shin guard (22.86 cm) / 15” total length (38.10 cm) *excluding foot guard
XLG/XXLG:  11” shin guard (27.94 cm) / 19” total length (48.26 cm) *excluding foot guard

FP10 - IMPERIAL™™ EVA Forearm Protectors

 - Forearm protection from wrist to elbow
 - Lightweight EVA foam with hard shell plastic inserts
 - Two adjustable straps
 - Protected with a durable tight-weave polyester mesh
 - One size fits all

Available Sizes:
MD/LG: 15” total length
XLG/XXLG: 16.5” total length
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Molle 
System

This Damascus® Imperial™ TG40 Thigh/Groin Protector with Molle System is designed to compliment the 
DCP-2000 and DFX2 Upper Body, Chest and Shoulder Protection Systems also from Damascus®. It was specifically 
designed for blunt force trauma protection during riot control situations and protects the thigh and hip areas. The 
addition of the Molle System on both thighs allows the user to attach a holster, mag pouches, or molle pockets of any 
kind. The TG40 also features an adjustable and removable groin protector. Adjustable fit allows for one size to fit all.

 - Designed to compliment the DCP2000 and DFX2 Imperial Upper Body Protection Systems
 - Molle System on the thighs allow users to attach molle holsters or pouches
 - Lightweight cellular EVA foam padding offers excellent protection from blunt force trauma
 - Polyester mesh lines the inside which offers comfort and breath-ability
 - Four inch elastic straps with Velcro® wrap around the thigh for a secure and snug fit
 - Adjustable and removable padded groin protector 
 - Non-ballistic

TG40 - IMPERIAL™ Thigh / Groin Protector with Molle System

NH50L-B - Lightweight Hood

 - 3 ounce 100% DuPont™ Nomex® fiber
 - Approximately 18” (45cm)
 - Made in North America 
 - One size fits all

NH100H-B - Heavyweight Hood

 - 8 ounce 100% DuPont™ Nomex® fiber
 - 15” length (37.5cm)
 - Made in North America 
 - One size fits all

FULL BODY PROTECTION

DH1 - Riot Control Helmet

The New Damascus® Riot Control Helmet features a high-impact, ABS molded shell with neck 
protector and clear/polycarbonate tactical face shield that is gasket sealed. The helmet straps on 
with a quick-release retention system with chin cup. Provides full head and face protection against 
almost all NON-ballistic threats, such as chemicals, rocks, bottles and other projectiles. 

 - High impact resistant ABS thermoplastic composite material
 - Helmet liner is made of 3/4” thick energy absorbing polystyrene
 - Polycarbonate adjustable visor with thumb knobs, and gasket seal on the top
 - 3/4” Chin strap with quick release buckle and soft rubber chin cup
 - Removable cervical neck protector
 - Accepts most gas masks
 - Scratch resistant flat black finish

Weight: 3.4lb / Visor: 2.5mm thick / Sizes: SM, MD/LG, XL

Available Sizes: 
MD/LG  -  XLG/XXLG (Special Order)
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 - Heavy-duty, hard-shell composite cap which is truly NON-SLIP and plants 
you firmly on any surface.

 - The GEL cores and the unique caps then work together to produce the best 
possible knee zone protection from blunt force trauma.

 - Perforated breathable neoprene coated with silicon at the tops of the pads 
hug the leg above the knee. 

 - 1000 denier nylon Cordura® braces and protects the rest of the knee area. 
 - Both straps feature silicone coated strips to prevent pads from slipping in 

motion, and reinforced rivets.
 - The ergonomic design of the DKX1 as a unit conforms to the knees like 

no other and produces superb mobility. The pads have been extensively 
designed specifically for law enforcement and military to produce the 
highest level of durability and extended knee pad life.

 - Available in Black

DKX1-B
VORTEX™™™ Gel-Core 
Hybrid Knee Pads

The most comfortable hybrid knee pad ever built specifically for Law Enforcement or Military use… 
just so happens to offer some serious impact protection. They have a unique hybrid construction that 
combines high and low density materials to deliver maximum “cush”, while the contoured ergonomic 
shape offers superior knee pad support. Part of the DKX1’s secret is its GEL and GEL foam center 
cores which contain two types of shock-absorbing gels, bonded together to create unsurpassed 
comfort. The GEL also absorbs body weight and disperses it within the pad. 

KNEE/ELBOW PADS
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DEP-B  
(Black)

DKP-B  
(Black)

 - Hard shell polyurethane thermoplastic non-slip caps
 - Reinforced foam padding for shock absorption and wear comfort
 - Two adjustable elastic straps with Velcro® and D-rings for the most secure fit
 - High tenacity, air textured DuPont Ultra Cordura® nylon outer materials
 - Superior abrasion and tear resistance
 - Dull finish non-reflective tone-on-tone grommets
 - Ergonomic curved form
 - Interior name tags for personal identification
 - Washable
 - One size fits all
 - Knee Pads available in Black (DKP-B)
 - Elbow Pads available in Black (DEP-B)

DKP/DEP

IMPERIAL™™ Hard Shell Pads

DNKP-M  
(MultiCam® Camo)

DNKP-B  
(Black)

DNKP-OD  
(OD Green)

DNKP/DNEP

DNEP-M  
(MultiCam® Camo)

DNEP-B  
(Black)

DNEP-OD  
(OD Green)

 - Stealthy durable neoprene outer shell with reinforced stitching throughout
 - Silent and form fitting 
 - Trion-X™ Non-slip reinforced grip technology on pads for maximum durability
 - Shock absorbing 10mm foam, plus a second layer of polyurethane foam in 

pads for max comfort
 - Multiple adjustable elastic straps and Velcro® closures for secure fit
 - Can be worn inside or outside of gear
 - One size fits all
 - Knee Pads available in Black (DNKP-B), OD Green (DNKP-OD), 

and MultiCam® Camo (DNKP-M)
 - Elbow Pads available in Black (DNEP-B), OD Green (DNEP-OD), 

and MultiCam® Camo (DNEP-M)

IMPERIAL™™ Neoprene Pads w/ 
reinforced non-slip Trion-X™™ Caps 

KNEE/ELBOW PADS
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DMZ33-B - NITRO™ Tactical Gloves™  

 - DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber on back of hands is flame/flash retardant  
as well as cut protective. 

 - Digital print premium quality aniline finished cowhide palms and trim areas
 - Black Carbon-Tek™ knuckles provides protection
 - Wrist length with Velcro® closure for a secure fit
 - Unique finger tip design for excellent trigger sensitivity and fit
 - Size range:  Men’s SM to XXLG

CUT
RESISTANT

DNXF190-B - Flight Gloves 

 - Traditional military flight glove style made to the  
standard of U.S. Mil Spec 

 - DuPont™ Nomex® fiber
 - Flame and flash protective to 800˚F (427˚C)
 - Smooth premium quality aniline finished cowhide palms
 - Size range:  Men’s SM to XXLG

TACTICAL GLOVES
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CRT100CRT50

Vector 1™™ - Riot Control Gloves 
w/ Carbon-Tek™ Fiber Knuckles 

Vector™ Hard-knuckle
Riot Control Gloves

 - Molded Black hard shell Carbon-Tek™ fiber knuckles and panels 
to deflect blows and debris

 - Foam injected padded knuckles and wrist
 - Leather shell with reinforced palms
 - Double reinforced stitching and elasticized wrist
 - Velcro® closure
 - Inner lining of bonded breathable tricot
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

 - Molded Black hard shell Carbon-Tek™ fiber knuckles and panels 
to deflect blows and debris

 - Foam injected padded knuckles and wrist
 - Leather shell with reinforced palms
 - Double reinforced stitching and elasticized wrist
 - Velcro® closure
 - Inner lining of bonded breathable tricot
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

The Damascus® CRT50 all leather gloves are specifically designed to protect the 
wearer against hand injuries in riot control, civil disturbance and other potentially 
violent environments, including high-risk inmate movements. The knuckles are 
made of molded hard shell Carbon-Tek™ to deflect blows and debris. Reinforced 
palms and double reinforced stitching add extra durability.

TACTICAL GLOVES
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MADE FOR ACTION!

ADVANCED TACTICAL GLOVES

ATX5

Lightweight Patrol Gloves

 - Less is more with the year-round ATX5, giving you almost as much 
feel and control as your bare hand!

 - Slip-on construction with zero bulk for lightweight controllable feel
 - Palms made of premium single layer leather with perforated air 

vents
 - Lightweight Lycra® twill backhands provide additional stretch and 

extra breathability
 - Elasticized wrist opening
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG
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ATX65

Unlined Hybrid Duty Gloves

 - All-purpose year-round duty gloves with integrated low profile 
knuckle zones

 - Palms made of synthetic suede with reinforced palm panels for 
extra durability

 - Lightweight Spandura backs for breathability and easy cleaning
 - Pull tab for easy-on and off
 - Hook and loop wrist closure
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

ATX95

 - Your finest firearm or the sleekest sports car personified in a glove 
 - All-purpose year-round leather duty gloves with hard knuckles
 - Reinforced palm panels for extra durability
 - Leather piping on backs of hands 
 - Ergonomic design for a contoured tight, but flexible fit
 - Pull tab for easy-on and off
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

All-Leather Gloves
w/ Knuckle Armor
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ATX100

Lightweight Cut Resistant 
Patrol Gloves

 - All-purpose year-round duty gloves with integrated  
low profile knuckle 

 - 100% 9oz. DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber fabric  
bonded to leather on palms for cut resistance

 - Palms are made with a premium etched cowhide leather
 - Lightweight synthetic back of the hand provides additional  

stretch and extra breathability
 - Elasticized wrist with a hook and loop closure
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

ATX150

 - Fleeced lined winter style duty gloves with integrated  
low profile knuckle 

 - 100% 9oz. DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber fabric bonded 
to leather on palms for cut resistance

 - Palms are made with a premium etched cowhide leather
 - Windstopper on the back of the hand is water and wind resistant
 - Elasticized wrist with a hook and loop closure
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

Winter Cut Resistant Patrol 
Gloves w/ Cut Resistant Palm

CUT
RESISTANT

COLD
WEATHER

CUT
RESISTANT

ADVANCED TACTICAL GLOVES
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X4

V-FORCE™ Ultimate 
Puncture Resistant Gloves

 - Our top of the line puncture resistant glove style
 - Double protection with two layers of KoreFlex Micro-Armor™ in 

the finger tips for maximum puncture resistance  (Single layer 
palm areas)

 - Unique Finger Tip design for increased fit and trigger control
 - DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber knit liners for increased cut resistance
 - Velcro® closure strap with embossed logo
 - Very flexible with superior grip for suspect apprehension and 

control
 - CE rated
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

PUNCTURE
RESISTANT

PUNCTURE RESISTANT GLOVES
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MX10

 - Light, cool and breathable for year-round use
 - Diverse style useful for multiple applications / tasks
 - Lightweight nylon/Lycra® blend (Spandura®)
 - Synthetic suede palm
 - Non-slip grip reinforced palms and finger tips
 - Adjustable wrist closure 
 - Washable
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

Nexstar I™ - Lightweight

MULTI-USE / DUTY GLOVES
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MX30-B

Interceptor X™

 - NEW Ergo wrist cuff design with low profile wrist strap closure 
 - Medium weight materials used for additional durability 
 - Diverse style useful for multiple applications / tasks
 - Medium weight nylon blend backs
 - Ventilated air mesh at wrists
 - Reinforced lightly padded design on backs of hands
 - Full leather palm 
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

MX25-M

 - Medium weight materials used for additional durability
 - Diverse “mechanics” style useful for multiple applications / tasks
 - Synthetic suede palm
 - Reinforced padding on palms at key wear points
 - Adjustable wrist closure
 - Washable
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

Nexstar III™™ - MultiCam® Print 
Medium Weight Gloves

MULTI-USE / DUTY GLOVES



The Quantum Series™ Gloves are lined with Razornet Ultra™ (Designated as Q5). These 
liner types are at the highest levels of cut resistant performance to be found anywhere.  
Razornet Ultra™ is a Damascus® proprietary blend of yarns which feature one of the 
highest performance levels in cut resistant duty gloves available.  The Q5 liner type / 
Razornet Ultra™ have been lab tested according to the CE Certification test criteria of 
EN388 (European Standard) and exceed Level 5, their highest cut resistance level.

Razornet Ultra™ liners can be found in the DPG125-Q5, and Q5 gloves.
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CUT
RESISTANT

CUT
RESISTANT

DPG125-Q5

Patrol Guard™ w/ 
Razornet Ultra™ Liners

 - With Razornet Ultra™ Liners (read more on opposing page)
 - Non-slip material in hand cradle offers sure grip and weapon 

control
 - Back of hands feature 1.5mm neoprene and nylon Spandex® for 

snug fit
 - Terry cloth outer thumb can be used for perspiration wipe
 - NEW Ergo wrist cuff design with low profile wrist strap closure 
 - Soft comfortable Razornet™ linings also incorporate Spandex® 

for form-fit
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

Q5

Quantum™ Leather 
Cut Resistant Gloves

 - With Razornet Ultra™ Liners (read more on opposing page)
 - Smooth premium quality aniline finished cowhide with embossing
 - Soft comfortable Razornet™ linings also incorporate Spandex® 

for form-fit
 - Extended gathered wrist for secure fit
 - CE rated
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

CUT RESISTANT / SEARCH GLOVES
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CUT
RESISTANT

CUT
RESISTANT

DFK300DFS2000

Frisker K™™ 
Cut Resistant Leather Gloves 

Frisker S™™ - Leather Gloves 
w/ 100% Honeywell™ Spectra™®

 - 100% DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber cut resistant protective liners 
 - Smooth premium quality aniline finished cowhide
 - Gathered short cuff wrist
 - Water resistant
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

 - With 100% Spectra® cut resistant protective liners
 - Smooth premium quality aniline finished cowhide
 - Extended gathered wrist
 - Water resistant
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

CUT RESISTANT / SEARCH GLOVES
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CUT
RESISTANT

CUT
RESISTANT

DNK1DPG125

Enforcer K™ ™Neoprene Gloves 
w/ Cut Resistant Liners

Patrol Guard™™ 
Cut Resistant Gloves

 - 100% DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber cut resistant protective liners 
 - Durable breathable neoprene backs
 - Sure-grip synthetic leather palms for optimum sensitivity 
 - Washable and breathable synthetic outer shell
 - NEW low profile wrist strap closure 
 - Size range: Men’s XSM to XXLG

 - NEW Ergo wrist cuff design with low profile wrist strap closure 
 - 100% 9oz. DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber fabric bonded to Clarino® 

synthetic leather on palms for cut resistance
 - Non-slip material in hand cradle offers sure grip and weapon control
 - Back of hands feature 1.5mm neoprene and nylon 

Spandex® for snug fit
 - Terry cloth outer thumb can be used for perspiration wipe
 - Washable
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

CUT RESISTANT / SEARCH GLOVES



Damascus® has been making premium quality hand gear for the men and 
women of the US Armed Services and other facets of law enforcement 
worldwide, since 1955. Very early on in our history, we started out as “Damascus 
Leather Shop”. The store and business were founded in Damascus, Oregon 
USA. Through our history and experience, the Damascus name has become 
synonymous within the industry and around the world,  as “the best”.

With almost  60 years of experience in gear design and manufacture for 
law enforcement and military, there is no company in the marketplace in our 
product category with a greater collective knowledge and experience in the 
latest materials, design techniques, and development. We sell our product 
line to most of the largest distributors, catalog companies, etc in the industry 
worldwide. We also make private label gear for other well-known companies 
within our industry.

We provide the highest level of personal protection including full body riot 
control gear, gloves, protective knee and elbow pads and more.  Attention 
to design, function and the smallest of details, along with the use of only the 
finest quality leathers and materials have delivered consistent and trusted 
protection to our customers. Our line continues to swiftly evolve as new 
technologies become available and are subsequently incorporated into our 
products.

The current Damascus Protective Gear® product line features over 100+ 
different styles. Primary markets covered by Damascus®: police, corrections, 
military and tactical.
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D20PDNS860

Dynathin™™ - Unlined 
Leather Gloves

Stealth X™ - Unlined Neoprene 
Gloves w/ Grip Tips

 - Smooth premium quality aniline finished cowhide
 - Gathered wrist
 - Unlined
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

 - Digital print palms made with unique GripSkin™ Technology 
providing extreme grip in wet or dry weather

 - All-weather durability even in wet conditions
 - Non-slip materials on fingertips (not on index trigger finger) 
 - Breathable Neoprene back
 - NEW low profile wrist strap closure 
 - Washable
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

SHOOTING / SEARCH GLOVES
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D22SD22

Premium Leather Driving 
Gloves - Half Finger

Premium Leather Driving 
Gloves - Full Finger

 - ½ finger style
 - Smooth premium quality aniline finished cowhide
 - Open knuckles and ventilation holes
 - Adjustable strap with embossed logo
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

 - Smooth premium quality aniline finished cowhide
 - Open knuckles and ventilation holes
 - Adjustable strap with embossed logo
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

TRANSIT GLOVES
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COLD
WEATHER

DZ-9DZ-9

SubZERO™™™  - The “ULTIMATE” 
Cold Weather Gloves

SubZERO™™™  - The “ULTIMATE” 
Cold Weather Gloves

 - A Damascus® original design concept featuring a unique multi-layer 
system

 - Guaranteed to keep your hands warm from any temperature to 
subzero temperatures

 - Performance articulated pre-curved design to maximize hand 
comfort and fit

 - Full leather palm 
 - Water resistant backs
 - Adjustable Velcro® wrist closure
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

The Damascus® DZ9 SubZero™ gloves are an original design concept by 
Damascus®, and are the Ultimate extreme cold weather gloves. They incorporate 
a special multi-layer patent-pending system guaranteed to keep your hands 
warm under frigid sub zero temperature conditions. Performance articulated 
pre-curved design maximizes hand comfort and fit along with the leather panels 
on backs of hands. A full leather palm, neoprene at the wrist and an adjustable 
Velcro® wrist closure complete this truly unique high-performance glove. 

COLD WEATHER GLOVES
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COLD
WEATHER

COLD
WEATHER

DZ-8

Tempest™™™ - Advanced All-weather 
Gloves w/ GripSkin™™ Technology  

 - Performance articulated pre-curved design to maximize hand 
comfort and fit

 - Digital print palms made with unique GripSkin™ Technology 
providing extreme grip in wet or dry weather

 - Water and Wind resistant Taslan® Nylon stretch panels and 
neoprene on backs of hands 

 - Thinsulate® lined
 - Waterproof HiPora® lined 
 - Wet weather friendly
 - Excellent cold-weather shooting gloves
 - Adjustable Velcro® wrist closure
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

DLD40

Thinsulate™™ Lined Leather 
Dress Gloves

 - Smooth premium quality aniline finished cowhide
 - 40 gram Thinsulate® insulation and cotton/acrylic inner lining for 

added warmth
 - Popular winter dress gloves with a traditional look
 - Extended wrist
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

COLD WEATHER GLOVES
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ATX150

 - Fleeced lined winter style duty gloves with integrated  
low profile knuckle 

 - 100% 9oz. DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber fabric bonded 
to leather on palms for cut resistance

 - Palms are made with a premium etched cowhide leather
 - Windstopper on the back of the hand is water and wind resistant
 - Elasticized wrist with a hook and loop closure
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

Winter Cut Resistant Patrol 
Gloves w/ Cut Resistant Palm

Faux Fur Inner Lining

COLD
WEATHER

CUT
RESISTANT

COLD
WEATHER

DLD50-LX

LUXE Deer Skin Leather 
Gloves w/ Faux Fur Lining

 - Smooth premium Deerskin Leather
 - Faux fur inner lining for added warmth
 - Classic winter dress gloves style
 - Extended wrist
 - Size range: Men’s SM to XXLG

The DLD50-LX is a classic dress leather glove style with an extended wrist. These 
popular men’s leather gloves are an ideal choice for both casual and dress occasions 
throughout the cold weather seasons. The outer shell of premium Deerskin Leather 
is soft and comfortable while also water-resistant. The faux fur inside keeps your 
hands warm and comfortable.

COLD WEATHER GLOVES



Minimums & lead times apply on all “Made to Order” items and vary by style. Please inquire for specific quotes.
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MX25 - Nexstar III™ Medium Weight Duty Gloves

 - Medium weight materials used for additional durability
 - Diverse “mechanics” style useful for multiple applications
 - Clarino® synthetic suede palm
 - Color: ABU Digital Camo (MX25-ABU), and  

MultiCam® Camo Gloves w/ Hard Shell Knuckles (MX25-MH)

D90X - Extrication & Rescue Gloves w/ Hard Knuckles

 - Hipora® waterproof barrier liner with breathable insulation
 - Extremely abrasion and tear resistant palms, knuckle and 

finger plates with DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber
 - Protective hard-shell knuckle guards and back of finger 

rubberized guards
 - Colors: Yellow (D90X-Y) and Black (D90X-B)

DSO150H-B - SpecOps™™ Tactical Gloves 

 - Backs of hands feature Carbon-Tek™ Hard Knuckles for 
impact protection

 - DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber shell provides cut resistance and 
flash protection to 800˚F (427˚C)

 - Water resilient two-layer reinforced etched leather palms
 - Index fingers may be trimmed for greater trigger control

CRT300 - Vector 3™™™ Riot Gauntlet, Carbon-Tek™™ Knuckles

 - Molded black hard shell Carbon-Tek™ 
fiber knuckles and panels

 - Foam injected padded knuckles
 - Durable leather shell

MX25-ABU
(ABU Digital Camo)

MX25-MH
(MultiCam® Camo)

D90X-Y
(Yellow)

D90X-B 
(Black)

MADE TO ORDER



Minimums & lead times apply on all “Made to Order” items and vary by style. Please inquire for specific quotes.
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DKP/DEP - Imperial™™™™ Hard Shell Cap Knee & Elbow Pads

 - Hard shell polyurethane thermoplastic non-slip elbow caps
 - Reinforced foam padding for shock absorption
 - Two adjustable Elastic straps with Velcro® and D-rings for 

the most secure fit
 - Colors: MultiCam® Camo (DKP-MC/DEP-MC), OD Green 

(DKP-OD/DEP-OD), ACU Digital Camo (DKP-A/DEP-A), and 
Coyote Tan (DKP-CT/DEP-CT)

DNKP/DNEP - Imperial™™™™ Neoprene Knee & Elbow Pads

 - Stealthy durable neoprene outer shell, silent and form fitting
 - Trion-X™ Non-slip reinforced grip technology
 - Colors: ACU Digital Camo (DNKP-A/DNEP-A),  

Digital Woodland Camo (DNKP-DW/DNEP-DW), and  
Coyote Tan (DNKP-T/DNEP-T)

DKP-CT/DEP-CT  
(Coyote Tan)

DKP-A/DEP-A  
(ACU Digital Camo)

DNKP-T/DNEP-T  
(Coyote Tan)

DNKP-A/DNEP-A 
(ACU Digital Camo)

DNKP-DW/DNEP-DW 
(Digital Woodland Camo)

K25 - 2-Layer Sleeves

 - 2-ply 100% DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber to 
resist blades and scratches

 - Can be worn under or over clothing
 - Heat and flash resistant

DKP-OD/DEP-OD  
(OD Green)

DKP-MC/DEP-MC 
(MultiCam® Camo)

NH250H-B - Heavyweight Hood with Flared Bib

 - 8 ounce 100% DuPont™ Nomex® fiber
 - Approximately 18” (45cm) flared
 - Made in North America 
 - One size fits all

MADE TO ORDER
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DuPont™, Kevlar, and Nomex™ are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Usually one hand will be slightly larger than the other, typically the 
strong hand (e.g. the right if right handed). Using a tape measure, 
wrap the tape around the hand at the widest part as shown and 
make a loose fist. Round the measurement to the nearest whole 
inch. Locate your size from the chart below.

7” (17.8cm)
8” (20cm)
9” (23cm)
10” (25cm)
11” (28cm)
12” (30.5cm)
13” (33cm)

X-SMALL
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE
XXX-LARGE

MEASUREMENT GLOVE SIZE

DAMASCUS GLOVE SIZING WARRANTY INFORMATION

All Damascus products carry a NO HASSLES GUARANTEE against 
true defects in workmanship and/or materials. Guarantee does not 
apply to misused items or normal wear and tear.  Products returned 
under warranty claims are subject to final approval by Damascus® 
after evaluation. In the event the product returned is not in stock or 
has been discontinued, the product/s will be replaced with another 
style of equal or greater value.

Eye Catching Hang-Tag Packaging in Red/White/Blue
Glove Attaches w/ Bungee Strap for Easy Accessibility
Card Size: 4.5” Width x 8.75” Height

GLOVE PACKAGING
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P.O. Box 2190 | Ventura, CA 93002 
Phone: 800.451.4167 or 805.639.0746

Fax: 805.639.0610
Email: Info@DamascusGear.com
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LAW ENFORCEMENT - CORRECTIONS - MILITARY


